Five current composers (among them two main figures of the Belgian stream) in the same search for a
sound flow in constant evolution, by subtle transformations of timbres. Following Ligeti, a surprising
crossfade of colors …

Philippe Leroux (*1958, France) - AAA (1996)
Written in 1996 for flute, clarinet, violin, viola, cello, piano and percussion, this piece is originally an instrumentation of
Image à Rameau, a work composed for four MIDI wind controllers (electronic instruments). The initial idea is to
transpose to the instrumental domain musical behaviors from the world of electronic sounds, strictly respecting the
initial score but there is obviously overflow of the frame, in the sense that the new piece acquires a real autonomy.
Indeed, the instrumental modes of play induce a musicality that is not contained in the electronic model. (duration 17’)
www.lerouxcomposition.com  audio extract http://www.sturmundklang.be/medias/files/leroux-aaa-extrait-.mp3

Jean-Luc Fafchamps (*1960, Belgium) - Lettre soufie Y(à) (2010)
The Da'wah is a secret incantation method where each letter of the Arabic alphabet, in relation to the universe, weaves
an immense symbolic network. It has the sound of a meditation, a free journey to the full consciousness of being in the
world combined to a disorientation feeling (spatial, stylistic, harmonic, motivic, rhythmic ...), as similar and changing as
the water of the river.
“My Sufi Letters are ways of transformation. What is in question is the constant change in the perspective under which
a material is perceived and how this change of perspective produces a shift in form. These moments of tilting of the
structure are more important to me than their result or their initial situation.” (duration 14’)
www.jeanlucfafchamps.eu  audio extract http://www.sturmundklang.be/medias/files/faf-y-a-extrait.mp3

Alberto Fuentes (*1975, Mexico) - Skifir (2011)
Arturo Fuentes' music is defined as meticulously organized kaleidoscopic chaos, exploring the boundaries of dynamics,
color, texture and virtuosity. This music reveals a sculptural design in constant evolution; we perceive a sound space
occupied by a constant agitation and the search for an ethereal sound. (duration 13’) www.arturofuentes.com

Anna Thorvaldsdottir (*1977, Iceland) - Ró (2013)
« A long sustained pitch is like a fragile flower that you need to carry in hour hands and walk on a thin rope without
dropping it or falling. Its a way of measuring time and noticing the tiny changes that happen as you walk further on
it… » (duration 11’) www.annathorvalds.com

Benoît Mernier (*1964, Belgium) - Les Niais de Sologne (1999)
“I wanted to create a piece of formal abstraction based on the principle of modulation of tempo: even if the speed
remains the same, the pulse of the music can create an impression of greater or lesser velocity. This technique enabled
me to bridge the hiatus between the natural discourse that I was hoping to produce and the preformed template that I
had developed, so I looked to work on third level with a sort of meta-improvisation that gives the impression of an
improvised discourse.
The title of the piece is a reflection of this: ‘niais de Sologne’ (simpleton of Sologne) is an 18th-century expression
meaning a person who profits from his mistakes.” (duration 13’)
www.compositeurs.be/fr/compositeurs/benoit_mernier

total duration – 68 minutes

Sturm und Klang – biography

By its allusion to the pre-romantic current known as Sturm und Drang, an 18th century youth-led
movement whose ideals were freedom, passion and the emancipation of the individual, Sturm und
Klang (“Storm and Sound”), claims energy, spirit and enthusiasm as its major assets. It is in this
spirit that the musicians of the orchestra, founded in 2000 by Thomas Van Haeperen, share a
driving commitment to projects that demand their dynamism, sensitivity and creativity.
Sturm und Klang's programming focuses essentially on repertoires of the 20th and 21st centuries,
with original and demanding projects, in a spirit of discovery, dialogue and conquest of new ways of
listening. It also actively supports Belgian musical creation, in particular the young generation
(d'Hoop, Slinckx, Tsilogiannis, Grisi, Orlando, etc.) by organising workshops for composers and
through regular commissions.
Depending on the repertoire, Sturm und Klang performs as a full orchestra (Sturm und Klang
Orchestra) or as a smaller ensemble (Sturm und Klang Ensemble).
Sturm und Klang is also regularly invited to the festivals Ars Musica, LOOP, the Inattendues, MidisMinimes, Les Festivals de Wallonie, BE:Classics (Paris), Hörfest Neue Musik (Detmold) and performs
at the Halles de Schaerbeek, Espace Senghor, Flagey, the Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles and La
Monnaie. The orchestra also performs an autonomous and bold programme every year. Among
Sturm und Klang's recordings, the CD dedicated to Jean-Marie Rens' piece for string orchestra,
Monolithe (Cypres records), received an Octave de la musique in 2012. A CD dedicated to Jacques
Lenot’s work will be published in 2018. Concert recordings are broadcast on Musiq'3 and Klara
radio stations.
Sturm und Klang regularly hosts guest soloists such as Michael Bennett, Cindy Castillo, Marie-Laure
Coenjaerts, Manu Comté, Berten D'Hollander, Frédéric d'Ursel, Victor Julien-Laferrière (winner of
the first edition of the Queen Elisabeth Cello Competition in 2017), Adrien Lambinet, Shirly Laub,
Anne Maistriau, Philippe Raskin, Peter Sheppard Skaerved, Piet Van Bockstal, Boyan Vodenitcharov,
et al.
Sturm und Klang is mainly supported by the commission for contemporary music of the WalloniaBrussels Federation. The ensemble works regularly in collaboration with the Composer’s Forum
(www.compositeurs.be) and the ECSA (www.composeralliance.org). It has been part of the
European network New:Aud, which aims for a wider dissemination of contemporary repertoire.
Since 2018, the ensemble has also benefited from a 5-year contract-programme grant from the
Wallonia-Brussels Federation.
Please find more sound, videos and informations on our website
www.sturmundklang.be/en/
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